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Abstract

Once associating another person with an unpleasant smell, how do we perceive and judge this person from that moment on? Here, we used aversive olfactory conditioning followed by a social attribution task during functional magnetic resonance imaging to address this question. After conditioning, where one of two faces was repeatedly paired with an aversive smell, the participants reported negative affect when viewing the smell-conditioned but not the neutral face. When subsequently confronted with the smell-conditioned face (without any smell), the participants tended to judge both positive and negative behaviors as indicative of personality traits rather than related to the situation. This effect was predicted by the degree of the preceding olfactory evaluative conditioning. Whole brain analysis of stimulus by stage interaction indicated differential activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and right angular gyrus to the conditioned versus the neutral person during the attribution phase only. These results suggest that negative smell associations do not simply induce a negative perception of the target person but [...]
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Once associating another person with an unpleasant smell, how do we perceive and judge this person from that moment on? Here, we used aversive olfactory conditioning followed by a social attribution task during functional magnetic resonance imaging to address this question. After conditioning, where one of two faces was repeatedly paired with an aversive smell, the participants reported negative affect when viewing the smell-conditioned but not the neutral face. When subsequently confronted with the smell-conditioned face (without any smell), the participants tended to judge both positive and negative behaviors as indicative of personality traits rather than related to the situation. This effect was predicted by the degree of the preceding olfactory evaluative conditioning. Whole brain analysis of stimulus by stage interaction indicated differential activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and right angular gyrus to the conditioned versus the neutral person during the attribution phase only. These results suggest that negative smell associations do not simply induce a negative perception of the target person but rather bias the attribution style towards trait attributions. The fact that this bias was evident regardless of behavior valence suggests it may reflect enhanced psychological distance. Thus, the known observation of social rejection triggered by aversive smell may be driven by a shift in social attribution style.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

From bullying the “smelly kid” in class to the booming fragrance industry – the impact of smell on social life is proverbial. People with an unpleasant body odor, for instance, are often stigmatized and suffer social discrimination. How do smell associations shape the way we judge other people long after the smell has evaporated? As social beings, we constantly judge other people. We observe what they do and speculate why they do it. Upon doing so, we tend to attribute behavior primarily to the person’s personality instead of considering the context. When observing Mike’s apparent rude behavior, for example, we tend to infer that Mike must be a rude person, rather than considering the context, which may offer other explanations (Gilbert & Malone, 1995; Heider, 1958; Jones & Harris, 1967; Ross, 1977). Previous research showed that cognitive load or depleted motivational resources as well as psychological distance increase the tendency to attribute behavior to the person instead of the context (Gawronski, 2004; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Trope, 1982, 1986; Trope & Cohen, 1989; Trope & Gaunt, 2000; Trope & Liberman, 1993), but the role of aversive smell on social attribution has not been studied before. We theorized that smell may affect social judgment by shaping attribution style.

We used aversive olfactory conditioning to establish a relationship between an aversive smell and the target person. Subsequently, without the smell, we tested how evaluative smell conditioning influenced the process of drawing personality attributions from observed behavior, as well as liking and morality judgments. Participants were instructed to judge positive and negative behaviors that included a situational constraint during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which allowed us to test the trait attribution tendency as a function of behavior valence. We hypothesized two possible outcomes. One possibility was that olfactory conditioning would result in more negative and fewer positive personality attributions for the target person, consistent with an overall negative affect towards the target person that informs the attribution process. The alternative prediction was that
participants would take any behavior as indicative of personality traits, resulting in more personality attributions irrespective of behavior valence.

As for the liking and morality judgments, previous research have shown that these could be influenced by aversive odors (Alaoui-Ismaili, Robin, Rada, Dittmar, & Vernert-Maury, 1997; Croy, Olgun, & Joraschky, 2011; Herz, Schankler, & Beland, 2004; Kirk-Smith, Van Toller, & Dodd, 1983; Reicher, Templeton, Neville, Ferrari, & Drury, 2016; Rozin & Fallon, 1987; Schnall, Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, 2008; Stevenson, 2010; Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010), but whether odor evaluative conditioning would similarly shape morality and liking judgments is unclear.

We combined the behavioral manipulation with neuroimaging because we were not only interested in the behavioral effects of aversive olfactory conditioning on social judgments but also their neural correlates. We expected that the two competing behavioral hypotheses we proposed would be reflected by the direction of activity changes in a network of brain regions previously implicated in mentalizing (Moran, Jolly, & Mitchell, 2014) and information integration (Roy, Shohamy, & Wager, 2012). Mentalizing – the ability to infer mental states of others – has been shown to positively correlate with the tendency to make trait attributions (Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, 2008; Stevenson, 2010; Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010), but whether odor evaluative conditioning would similarly be reflected by the direction of neural correlates. We expected that the two competing behavioral hypotheses we proposed would be reflected by the direction of activity changes in a network of brain regions previously implicated in mentalizing (Moran et al., 2014). We therefore expected to find activity changes during attribution when comparing CS+ to CS− in regions possibly involved in mentalizing such as the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, and angular gyrus. Regarding information integration, the computation of a single meaning from different sources of information critically depends on the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC; Roy et al., 2012). Previous work has indicated that activity in the VMPFC is involved in the evaluation of smell (Howard, Kahnt, & Gottfried, 2016) and in tracking the devaluation of a smell when it is described as aversive instead of appetitive (de Araujo, Rolls, Velazco, Margot, & Cayeux, 2005), thereby updating the meaning by a context assessment.

We hypothesized that the distinction between the overall negative affect towards the target person informing the attribution process, and the alternative prediction that participants would take any behavior as indicative of personality traits, should be evident by the direction of the activity changes at the inference stage. The less effortful and cognitively less demanding process of attributions that do not consider the situational context should result in activity decreases in the VMPFC and mentalizing network, while an inference mode that does take the situational context into account (at least for positive behaviors) should be cognitively more demanding and reflected by an activity increase in these regions.

Finally, to also address the specificity of aversive olfactory conditioning, we conducted a second experiment using visual appetitive stimuli to test whether the effect on social judgment was specific to aversive smell. Given that odors can induce strong affects (Alaoui-Ismaili et al., 1997; Herz et al., 2004; Kirk-Smith et al., 1983; Rozin & Fallon, 1987; Schnall et al., 2008; Stevenson, 2010; Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010), we hypothesized that the conditioning effect induced by olfactory stimuli might be more enduring and the effect on social judgments thus specific to olfactory stimuli compared to visual stimuli.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

We recruited 19 (10 female) right-handed healthy human participants without any medical conditions. One female and one male participant were excluded due to scanner problems during conditioning and the social judgment task, respectively, resulting in missing imaging data. The final sample thus consisted of 17 participants (9 female) with a mean age of 27.7 (3.9) years. All participants provided written informed consent and were financially compensated for their participation. The experiment was approved by the Internal Review Board of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai.

2.2. Experimental design

This was a within-subjects design in healthy volunteers involving olfactory conditioning outside the scanner (duration: about 12 min) and a social judgment paradigm (duration: about 16 min) during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in a single session. Smell was delivered only during the conditioning phase. Participants first underwent olfactory conditioning (Fig. 1a). Before and after the conditioning, participants rated their emotions. Immediately afterwards, they completed a social judgment paradigm during fMRI (Fig. 2a). The within-subject manipulation was olfactory conditioning, as each participant was repeatedly exposed to both the CS+ person (paired with the smell) and the CS− person (never paired with the smell) during conditioning and then again during the social judgment paradigm (when no smell was delivered).

2.3. Olfactory conditioning

2.3.1. Stimuli

For the olfactory conditioning paradigm, two male faces with neutral facial expression were used, both of which were taken with an identical lighting source and camera angle (Extended Yale Database B).

2.3.2. Conditioning task

Two male faces (“Mike” and “Steve”) were shown in a pseudo-randomized order 9 times each (for 6 s). One face (conditioned stimulus; CS+) terminated with an aversive odor (unconditioned stimulus; US) in 1/3 of the trials while the other (CS−) was never paired with the odor. Between each face a fixation cross was shown for an intertrial interval varying between 6 and 10 s. The odor was delivered for 6 s per US trial. After the odor delivery a fixation cross was shown for another 14 s during which unscented air was delivered to the mask. The experimental order was randomized and counterbalanced across participants so that either Mike or Steve was paired with the odor. E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA; http://www.pstnet.com) was used as presentation software.

2.3.3. Olfactometer

Participants wore a phantom nasal CPAP mask (SleepNet Corporation, Hampton, NH) and were exposed to the odor through an in-house built computerized 12-channel olfactometer based on the principles of air dilution olfactometry (Ng, Evas, Carpenter, & Tang, 2011). The olfactometer consisted of a controlled valves unit, a signal control unit, a PC laptop computer, an air compressor, and a vacuum pump. The control interface programs were written in LabVIEW (a graphical programming language from National Instruments – Austin, Texas) and communicated with the olfactometer through NI USB-6221. Unscented air was delivered to the mask throughout the conditioning task unless a trial terminated with a US, in which case, the mask was filled with the aversive odor. Thus, unscented air was the neutral baseline to which the aversive odor was compared. It took approximately 400 ms to fill the mask with the odor and about the same time to vacuum it out. The odor was a commercially available flatulence odor consisting of an aqueous solution of ammonium sulfide that emitted hydrogen sulfide, a component of natural flatulence odor, when exposed to air. The odor was physically harmless but unpleasant. The unpleasantness of the smell was validated in a
post-conditioning questionnaire (range: 1–8); participants rated the smell as intense (M = 5.5, SD = 1.6), aversive (M = 5.3, SD = 1.6), and disgusting (M = 5.2, SD = 2.6).

2.3.4. Behavioral assessment

The participants rated their emotions towards Mike and Steve on a computer screen, before and after the conditioning paradigm. They were asked to rate their emotions of anger, anxiety, disgust, sadness and happiness (i.e., “emotional ratings”) on a discrete visual analogue scale between 1 and 8.

2.3.5. Behavioral data analysis

The outcome measure was the rating on the discrete visual analogue scale. The effect of olfactory conditioning was assessed by modeling the effects of emotion (5 levels; anger, anxiety, disgust, sadness, happiness), stimulus (2 levels; CS+, CS−), and time (2 levels; before, after) on the outcome measure in a linear mixed model with restricted maximum likelihood estimation. A random intercept as well as slopes for emotion, stimulus and time, were included in the model to account for the intra-subject correlation. The Kenward-Roger method as provided by SAS was applied to calculate the denominator degrees of freedom. We expected to see an increase from pre- to post-conditioning in emotional ratings for the CS+ but not the CS− person for the negative emotions (anger, anxiety, disgust, sadness), and decreased ratings for happiness. Statistically, this corresponds to a significant 3-way interaction of emotion-by-stimulus-by-time.

2.4. Social judgment paradigm

2.4.1. Stimuli

For the social judgment task, we used 32 vignettes that consisted of scenarios describing the behavior of two named characters, “Mike” or “Steve”, in a given situation. The behavioral segment described a certain behavior (e.g., “Mike left the restaurant in a hurry without tipping the waitress”), whereas the situational segment described the circumstances under which the behavior took place (e.g., “Mike’s baby was screaming”). One half of the vignettes described a positive behavior, the other half a negative behavior. Notably, each situational segment was constructed in a way that could potentially relativize both the positive and the negative behaviors. Behavioral and situational segments were presented separately, and the presentation order was counterbalanced across scenarios.

2.4.2. Behavioral task

During two consecutive runs of 16 trials each, participants were asked to read brief vignettes about either Mike or Steve consisting of a behavior segment, describing a positive or negative behavior, and a situation segment, describing the circumstances surrounding the behavior. Each segment was shown for 6 s and separated by a fixation cross that was shown for an intertrial interval varying between 2 and 6 s. Participants were then presented with 3 consecutive rating screens for a maximum of 10.5 s where they were instructed to rate (see next section) whether the behavior was due to the person’s personality (i.e., dispositional attribution) or the circumstances (i.e., situational attribution), as well as the morality of the behavior and the liking of person. Each rating screen was replaced by a feedback screen (“Thank You”) for 500 ms after the judgment was made, and a final feedback screen (“Thank you. Your responses were recorded”) after the last rating screen appeared for the remainder of a maximum 10.5 s period. Note that although the intertrial interval between the different types of social judgment (attribution, morality, and liking) was short, it appeared to be sufficient for detecting differential neural effects on social judgments (see below). During these rating and feedback screens, the face was always presented. Finally, a fixation cross was shown for an intertrial interval varying between 2 and 6 s. Each of the vignettes corresponded to either Mike or Steve, whose corresponding face was shown on each of the segment screens during a given vignette (Fig. 2a). The experimental order was pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced across participants so that the order of screens differed between participants; that is, across all trials, there were vignettes that started with a behavioral segment and others with a situational segment, the order of the rating screens differed across trials, and the pairing of either Mike or Steve with a particular vignette varied between subjects. Possible order-effects were ruled out by including the factor ‘experimental-order’ as additional covariate in our statistical models to control for this possible confounder. E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA; http://www.pstnet.com) was used as presentation software.

2.4.3. Behavioral assessment

During the task, on each trial, the participants rated the causation of the behavior (“The behavior was caused by”), the morality...
Fig. 2. (a) Task design of social attributions. There were 32 vignettes consisting of a behavioral and a situational segment (6 s each; intertrial interval 2–6 s; order counterbalanced). Following each vignette, the participants answered questions about the cause of the behavior and the morality and liking of the person (maximum duration 10.5 s; questions order counterbalanced). One half of the vignettes described a positive behavior, the other half a negative behavior. Notably, each situational segment was constructed in a way that could potentially relativize both the positive and the negative behaviors. (b) Irrespective of behavior valence, participants were more likely to attribute behavior to personality traits when they had to explain the behavior of the CS+ compared to the CS−/CS0. (c) No significant interaction of valence-by-stimulus was evident but a significant main effect of stimulus. Trait attributions were calculated as the fraction of trait-attribution trials divided by the number of trials. Neg, negative behavior; Pos, positive behavior. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. (d) The conditioning effect (CS+ minus CS−/CS0) on negative emotions (calculated as the average of disgust, anger, anxiety, and sadness ratings) towards the CS+ person predicted the amount of trait attributions. Liking (e) and morality (f) ratings, categorized by dispositional and situational attributions and negative and positive scenarios show that participants overall rated negative compared to positive behavior as less likable and less moral, but this difference was greater when a dispositional compared to a situational attribution had been made. Thus, participants adjusted their ratings in accordance with the type of attribution they had made, confirming the validity of the task. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
of the person (“How moral is the person”), and the liking of the person (“how much do you like the person”), on a discrete visual analogue scale between 1 and 8. For attribution ratings, 1 indicated “Situation” and 8 indicated “Disposition.” For morality, 1 indicated “Unmoral” and 8 indicated “Moral.” For liking ratings, 1 indicated “Not at all” and 8 indicated “Very much” (Fig. 2a).

2.4.4. fMRI data acquisition

A 3 T Philips Gemini scanner and Philips standard head coil were used for data acquisition. Functional images were recorded in two consecutive scanning sessions. The sessions comprised 272 volumes each. A single-shot gradient echo EPI sequence (TR = 2.0 s; TE = 25 ms; FoV = 192 cm, flip angle = 75°) was used to obtain 43 oblique-axial slices with 2 mm thickness, a 1 mm inter-slice gap, and an in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 mm parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line.

2.4.5. Behavioral data analysis

The primary outcome measure was the number of trait attributions, calculated as the fraction of trials where a dispositional attribution was recorded out of the total number of trials. This dichotomization reflected the bipolar scale that considered judgments either situational or dispositional and has been used in previous studies on social judgments (Brosch, Schiller, Mojdehbakhsh, Uleman, & Phelps, 2013; Schiller, Freeman, Mitchell, Uleman, & Phelps, 2009). The fraction was calculated for each subject, valence, and stimulus, and the final CS-come value was calculated as the difference between CS+ and CS− for positive and negative behaviors. A linear mixed model was then used, including fixed effects of stimulus, valence, and their interaction as well as a random intercept and slopes for valence and stimulus with a variance components variance-covariance matrix to account for the between subjects random variation of the effects of interest. The Kenward-Roger method as provided by SAS was applied to calculate the denominator degrees of freedom.

Secondary outcome measures included reaction times, and morality and liking ratings. For reaction times, fixed effects for time, valence, type of rating, and stimulus were included; in addition, a random intercept for subjects and random slopes for time, rating-type, stimulus, and valence; finally, a random intercept for item was included as well as random slopes for rating-type. A variance components variance-covariance matrix was used for these random effects. The Kenward-Roger method as provided by SAS was applied to calculate the denominator degrees of freedom.

Morality and liking ratings included fixed effects for time (continuous), stimulus (CS+, CS−), valence (negative scenario, positive scenario), and inference (dispositional, situational), as well as their respective interactions. A random intercept for subject and slopes for time, valence, stimulus, and inference were included as well as a random intercept for item. A variance components variance covariance matrix was used for these random effects. The Kenward-Roger method as provided by SAS was applied to calculate the denominator degrees of freedom.

To evaluate the relationship between the conditioning effect on emotional ratings and the number of trait attributions, a general linear model was calculated using emotional ratings as predictor and trait attributions as dependent variable. Therefore, the differences in trait attributions and the average of negative emotional ratings between CS+ and CS− were calculated for each subject. The significance threshold for these contrasts was set at alpha = 0.05, two-tailed. SAS University Edition (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA, http://www.sas.com) was used for all analyses.

2.4.6. fMRI data analysis

Functional data were analyzed with the SPM12 software package (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and the toolboxes marsbar (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, & Poline, 2002) (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). Native-space images were first realigned, slice-time corrected, and coregistered to each subject's structural scan. Structural image preprocessing included segmentation, bias correction, and spatial normalization; these normalization parameters were also used to normalize the functional images. Finally, functional images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (8 mm FWHM) and resampled to 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels.

Data were modeled voxelwise with a general linear model (GLM) for each of the 17 participants. Both runs were included in one GLM as separate sessions. GLM regressors accounted for behavioral and situational segments (i.e., behavioral and situational encoding) as well as subjects' attribution, morality, and liking ratings for each stimulus separately. Durations for attribution, morality, and liking were modeled individually using the participants' reaction times, as this method provides the most sensitivity for decision-making tasks (Grinband, Wagner, Lindquist, Ferrera, & Hirsch, 2008). Trials where no response was recorded (mean: 4.5, SD: 3.4 per subject; 76 trials or 4.7% across the whole sample) were modeled in an additional error-regressor. Each regressor was convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function provided by SPM12, and a high-pass filter with a cutoff period of 128 s and an autoregressive first order model correction for temporal autocorrelation was applied. Additional regressors were included as parametric modulators for each of the aforementioned regressors to account for the extinction effect using an exponential decay function (Buchel, Morris, Dolan, & Friston, 1998; Gottfried & Dolan, 2004). Finally, six regressors modeling affine head-motion parameters were included as additional covariates in all GLMs.

After computing contrast images for each subject, group analyses assessed random-effects across all 17 subjects using one-sample t-tests, testing for both positive and negative blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effects in the whole brain. The contrast of interest was the stimulus-effect (CS+ > CS−) during the attribution phase, which we compared with the stimulus effect during encoding and during liking and morality ratings. With this contrast we assessed not only the strength of the stimulus effect during attribution but also whether it was specific for the attribution phase. We report any responses that survived a whole-brain correction for familywise error at the cluster level (P < 0.05), with a threshold at the voxel level of P < 0.001, which is the standard approach for cluster-correction (Flannin & Friston, 2016).

To get an unbiased estimate of the underlying effect sizes for each significant cluster, we used a leave one subject out cross-validation procedure (Esterman, Tamber-Rosenau, Chiu, & Yantis, 2010). We repeatedly recalculated the second level GLM, iteratively leaving out one of the subjects in each calculation. The resulting GLM was then used to define regions of interest for the left out subject, thereby providing an unbiased localizer for the extraction of the beta estimates. We used the same voxel level threshold of P < 0.001 as in the original analysis and defined the clusters by using the minimal Euclidian distance from the original significant clusters obtained from the full sample GLM.

3. Results

3.1. Olfactory conditioning

The participants were expected to change their ratings from pre- to post-conditioning only for the smell-conditioned (CS+) but not the neutral person (CS−). Specifically, we had hypothesized that after olfactory conditioning, participants would associate the CS+ but not the CS− person with the negative emotional reaction to the smell. Indeed, the participants reported a range of negative
feelings towards the CS+ person. We therefore assessed the interaction of emotion-by-stimulus-by-time and found that it was significant \( F(4, 60.5) = 3.99, P = 0.006; \) Fig. 1b). Anger and anxiety increased and happiness decreased significantly more for the conditioned compared to the neutral person \( (P < 0.05) \) while the increase did not quite reach statistical significance for disgust \( (P = 0.07) \) and was not significant for sadness \( (P = 0.4) \). Since the conditioning effect on anxiety, disgust, anger and sadness showed a high positive correlation (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.85 \)), we calculated an affective negativity index using the average scores of these emotions for subsequent analyses. Note that the additional inclusion of reverse-coded happiness would have resulted in a considerable drop of the correlation (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.67 \)), corresponding to a change in internal consistency from “good” to “questionable” (Kline, 2000), which is why we restricted the index to the highly correlated emotions.

3.2. Social judgment paradigm

3.2.1. Behavioral results: Attributions

Participants were more likely to attribute behavior to traits than to the situation when faced with the CS+ person \( (b = 8.77, 95\% \text{ CI: } 0.45, 17.11; t(16) = 2.23, P = 0.04; \) Fig. 2b). Importantly, there was no evidence for a valence-by-stimulus interaction \( (P = 0.28; \) Fig. 2c), suggesting that this attribution pattern did not significantly depend on the valence of the behavior. We further found that the enhanced tendency for trait attributions to the CS+ person (relative to CS−) was predicted by the amount of negative affect the CS+ person provoked (relative to CS−) during the preceding smell conditioning \( (b = 4.16, 95\% \text{ CI: } 0.22, 8.11; t(16) = 2.25, P = 0.04; \) Fig. 2d). Participants were also faster in making judgments of the CS+ person, reflected by shorter reaction times across attribution, morality and liking ratings \( (b = -121.46, 95\% \text{ CI: } -219.07, -23.86; t(15.3) = -2.65, P = 0.02) \).

3.2.2. Behavioral results: Morality and liking

Consistent with previous reports (Brosch et al., 2013), we found that liking ratings were higher for positive compared to negative behaviors (main effect of valence; \( F(1,32.4) = 41.12, P < 0.0001 \)) and this difference was more pronounced when a dispositional compared to a situational attribution had been made (attribution-by-valence interaction; \( F(1,35.3) = 11.78, P = 0.002; \) Fig. 2e). Similarly, the morality ratings were also higher for positive compared to negative behaviors (main effect of valence; \( F(1,34) = 86.11, P < 0.0001 \)) but this difference was again more pronounced when a dispositional compared to a situational attribution had been made (attribution-by-valence interaction; \( F(1,36.9) = 11.45, P = 0.002; \) Fig. 2f). Taken together, liking and morality ratings were consistent with the behavior valence and the type of attribution that had been made, thereby confirming the validity of the task.

Surprisingly, we did not find effects of smell conditioning on liking or morality ratings. One could have expected that participants would overall rate the conditioned person (CS+) as less likable and less moral than the neutral person (CS−), reflecting the negative emotional ratings after conditioning. A possible explanation is that the conditioning effects did not extend to the post-conditioning phase for liking and morality ratings when no smell was delivered. Alternatively, the morality and liking ratings might have been affected by social desirability. We also did not find specific conditioning effects for attribution type or behavior valence in liking and morality ratings. As there were fewer trials for this subcategory of liking and morality ratings, the statistical power might have been insufficient to detect these more subtle differences.

3.2.3. fMRI results

We examined the effect of conditioning (CS+ minus CS−) during the attribution phase, when participants had to decide whether the behavior was caused by dispositional or situational factors. We also examined whether this effect was specific for the attribution phase by comparing it with the stimulus effect during encoding, when the behavioral and situational information was presented, and with the stimulus effect when liking and morality ratings were made. With this stimulus-by-stage interaction we thus tested the strength of the stimulus effect during attribution and its specificity. A whole-brain analysis of the stimulus-by-stage interaction found lower responding to the CS+ person compared to the CS− person in the VMPFC and the right angular gyrus (RAG) during the attribution stage but not during encoding \( (P < 0.05, \) cluster-corrected; Fig. 3a).

To visualize and quantify differential BOLD activation to the stimuli in the different stages, we obtained unbiased effect size estimates using a leave-one-subject-out procedure and defined the VMPFC and RAG for each subject independently, and then extracted the average beta estimates for each subject (Fig. 3b). For the VMPFC, the cluster obtained remained significant at the cluster level \( (P < 0.05) \) in 17/17 subjects; for the RAG, the cluster was significant at the cluster level \( (P < 0.05) \) in 3/17 subjects and showed a trend level \( (P < 0.1) \) in one additional subject. We therefore extracted the parameter estimates at a voxel level threshold of \( P < 0.001 \). The fact that the cluster was not significant in each GLM is expected and can be explained by the loss of one degree of freedom due to the left-out subject and thus the slightly reduced statistical power (Esterman et al., 2010).

Fig. 3. (a) A whole-brain analysis of the contrast CS+ vs. CS− tested the stimulus-by-stage interaction for attribution vs. encoding found lower responding to the CS+ person compared to the CS− person in the RAG (peak activation at \( x, y, z = 52, -60, 24; \) cluster size 71 voxels) and in the VMPFC (peak activation at \( x, y, z = -2, 62, -4; \) cluster size 155 voxels) during the attribution stage but not during encoding \( (P < 0.05, \) cluster-corrected for family-wise error). (b) Unbiased beta estimates (using an iterative leave-one-subject-out procedure) extracted from the RAG and VMPFC for the contrast CS+ vs. CS− for each stage of the social judgment task. For both regions, lower responding to the CS+ person compared to the CS− person was specific for the attribution stage compared to all other stages. RAG, right angular gyrus; VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; behav, behavior encoding; sit, situation encoding; attrib, attribution; moral, moral evaluation; like, liking evaluation. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
To quantify and compare the stimulus difference at each stage, we then calculated a general linear mixed model with the beta estimates as outcome measure for each region and a predictor for stage. There was a significant effect of stage in the VMPFC (F(4, 64) = 6.75, P = 0.0001) and in the RAG (F(4, 64) = 4.55, P = 0.003). For the VMPFC, this effect was driven by significantly more negative beta estimates (i.e., lower responding to the CS+ person compared to the CS− person) during the attribution phase compared to all other stages: behavioral encoding (t(64) = −4.43, P < 0.0001), situational encoding (t(64) = −4.64, P < 0.0001), moral evaluation (t(64) = −4.43, P < 0.0001), and liking evaluation (t(64) = −3.38, P < 0.001). For the RAG, the effect was similarly driven by significantly more negative beta estimates during attribution compared to all other stages: behavioral encoding (t(64) = −2.49, P = 0.02), situational encoding (t(64) = −3.22, P = 0.002), moral evaluation (t(64) = −4.02, P = 0.0002), and liking evaluation (t(64) = −2.09, P = 0.04).

Finally, we examined specific associations between the neural effects in the VMPFC and RAG and the behavioral indices, i.e., the emotional reactions to the aversive conditioning and the effect on trait attributions, using the beta estimates obtained from the leave-one-subject out procedure. There was a significant positive correlation between the conditioning effect (CS+ minus CS−) on sadness and the conditioning effect (CS+ minus CS−) on the neural activity in the RAG (r = 0.5, P = 0.04). All other correlations were not significant. This finding indicates that sadness in response to olfactory conditioning might have impacted neural processing in the RAG during attributional judgments, although this result should be interpreted with caution due to the correlational nature and the multiple comparisons involved in calculating the correlations.

Together, these findings indicate that the effect of olfactory conditioning was reflected by neural differentiation between the smell-conditioned and the neutral person, specifically during the attribution phase.

3.3. Validation of the results

3.3.1. Modality specificity: The effects visual stimuli on social attributions

Is the effect of aversive smell on social judgment specific to the olfaction modality or would it extend to any aversive stimuli? To test this, we conducted an additional experiment using visual aversive stimuli and measuring electromyography (EMG) of the levator labii superioris. The levator labii superioris is used in lifting the upper lip and is implicated in the expression of disgust (Vrana, 1993). We recruited an additional independent sample of 20 healthy human participants (9 females; age 18–60 years). All participants provided written informed consent and were financially compensated for their participation. The experiment was approved by the Internal Review Board of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai.

Participants underwent aversive conditioning using disgusting images from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) database (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008), from previous literature (Harris & Fiske, 2006), and the internet. These pictures were then pretested (N = 5) and selected according to their maximal (15 US aversive stimuli) and minimal (16 US neutral stimuli) levator labii activation. Activation of the left levator labii was measured using EMG (MP150, Biopac Systems Inc) at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Participants’ faces were first abraded with an exfoliating scrub applied to a cotton pad. Circular surface EMG (Ag/AgCl) electrodes were then filled with a saline base conductive gel and affixed to the skin using 4 mm adhesive disks. Impedance between the skin and electrode was checked with predetermined acceptable levels of <10 Ω.

During conditioning, one of two male faces was paired with an aversive image while the other face was paired with a neutral image (Fig. 4a). The subsequent social judgment task was the same as in the olfaction-experiment.

3.3.1.1. Results: Visual conditioning. We found an increased levator labii EMG response (F(3, 112) = 4.03, P = 0.009; Fig. 4b) that was driven by a higher EMG response to the aversive images compared to the neutral images (t(57) = 3.04, P = 0.02, Bonferroni corrected). We also found a significant increase in negative affect against the conditioned but not the neutral person, evidenced by an emotion-by-stimulus-by-time interaction (F(4, 233) = 3.77, P = 0.005; Fig. 4c). Effects on anxiety, disgust, anger and sadness again showed a high positive correlation (Cronbach’s α = 0.84) and we thus calculated an affective negativity index using the average scores of these emotions for subsequent analyses.

3.3.1.2. Results: social judgment paradigm. While effects on morality and liking were comparable, as participants made ratings in accordance with their attributions (morality: F(1, 545) = 2.16, P = 0.14; liking: F(1, 538) = 15.28, P = 0.0001; Fig. 4d), we did not find evidence that the negative affect induced by the aversive images had an impact on the subsequent social judgment task: participants did not significantly distinguish between the CS+ and the CS− person (F(1, 57) = 0.20, P = 0.7; Fig. 4e) and there was no interaction of stimulus and valence (F(1, 57) = 0.03, P = 0.9; Fig. 4e) although a direct comparison of aversive stimulus type on attribution in the pooled subjects was not significant (F(1, 35) = 2.21, P = 0.15). Importantly, however, we did find a significant interaction of aversive stimulus type and the prediction of trait attributions through negative affect (Fisher’s z(34) = 2.35, P = 0.02) as the relationship between affect and trait attributions changed direction when using visual stimuli (b = −2.32, 95% CI: −6.06, 1.42; t(18) = −1.31, P = 0.2, Fig. 4f). Could these differences be explained by a difference in intensity of aversive odor compared to aversive visual stimuli? Although we cannot rule out this possibility, the overall comparable effects of olfactory and visual conditioning on emotional ratings speak against this explanation.

3.3.2. Valence and social specificity

Is the effect on social judgment specific to aversive odor or would any odor, even positive, have an effect? As our study did not include a positive or neutral control odor, we cannot answer this question. Future studies should thus compare aversive odor to neutral or positive odors when assessing the effect of smell associations on social attributions. Speculatively, the fact that aversive smell had an overall effect on trait attributions regardless of behavioral valence suggests that the effect may have been mediated by enhanced psychological distance (see discussion), it is possible that the positive smell may decrease psychological distance, resulting in an opposite effect of bias towards situational attributions.

As for social specificity, we did not include a non-social condition and thus cannot rule out that aversive smell conditioning might impact non-social judgments as well. Associating an aversive smell with a non-social object and then testing whether judgments of that object are influenced by conditioning would be an interesting extension of the current study, addressing the question whether the effects may extend to non-social targets and object-related judgments.

4. Discussion

This study shows that a negative affect against a social target induced by aversive olfactory conditioning predicted a switch to a biased attribution style: the situation was more often neglected.
Fig. 4. Experiment 2: Aversive visual conditioning. (a) Task design. During 30 trials, two male faces were shown in a pseudo-randomized order for 4 s, followed by a fixation cross (intertrial interval 8–12 s). One of the faces (selection counterbalanced) terminated with an aversive image (US aversive), the other terminated with a neutral image (US neutral). The US images were displayed for 6 s. (b) Electromyography (EMG) of the levator labii during aversive visual conditioning. The EMG response (indexed as percentage above baseline) to the aversive images was higher compared to the neutral images. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. (c) Manipulation check. Before and after conditioning emotional ratings were collected. After conditioning, disgust and anxiety were significantly higher for the conditioned person while no significant increase was evident for anger and sadness. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. (d) For morality and liking (d), categorized by dispositional and situational attributions and negative and positive scenarios, we found comparable effects using aversive images compared to aversive smell. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. (e) In contrast to the olfactory experiment, we did not find evidence that the negative affect induced by the aversive images had an impact on the social judgment task, where participants did not significantly distinguish between the conditioned and the neutral person and there was no interaction of person and behavior. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. (f) The relationship between affect and trait attributions changed direction when using aversive images instead of olfactory stimuli, resulting in a negative relationship between negative emotions and trait attributions induced by aversive images compared to a significantly more positive relationship when using aversive olfactory stimuli.
and both positive and negative behaviors of the smell-associated person were indicative of personality traits.

When judging the CS+ person, participants simply took the behavior they observed as indication of a corresponding trait. They did not differentiate between positive or negative behaviors. This cognitively less demanding attribution style has been shown to occur under less optimal conditions (Trobe & Liberman, 1993), and could explain an overall increase in trait attributions regardless of behavior valence. The competing hypothesis of an attribution process that is mainly informed by the negative affect is thus not supported by our findings. Such an influence should have caused a stimulus-by-valence interaction: more trait attributions for negative behaviors and more context attributions for positive behaviors.

The fact that aversive olfactory conditioning induced more trait attributions irrespective of the valence of behavior could possibly reflect increased psychological distance (Nussbaum, Trope, & Liberman, 2003). Previous research found that we tend to make more trait attributions for others compared to own behavior (Fiedler, Semin, Finkenauer, & Berkel, 1995; Jones, 1976; Robins, Spranca, & Mendelsohn, 1996), even more so when the other person is unfamiliar (Idson & Mischel, 2001). We note, however, that the association of trait attributions with social distance is speculative in our study, as we did not measure social distance directly. Nevertheless, the link between trait attributions and distance is empirically well supported by multiple studies showing that humans tend to make more trait attributions for people who are more psychologically, socially, and physically remote (Henderson, Fujita, Trope, & Liberman, 2006; Nussbaum et al., 2003; Nussbaum, Liberman, & Trope, 2006; Rim, Uleman, & Trope, 2009).

Psychological distance may also explain the specificity of the effect to the olfactory but not visual domain. Although we could successfully associate a social target with aversive visual stimuli, only the smell-induced negative affect predicted subsequent attributions. It is possible that olfaction-induced affect triggers avoidance and mental distancing (Nussbaum et al., 2003) and therefore promotes a disengaged attribution style. Future studies could provide more evidence for a possible domain-specific role in how affect modulates the perceived diagnosticity of behavior.

Alternatively, the association with an aversive odor might have increased cognitive load. For instance, whenever participants watched a CS+ face, it might have taken cognitive effort to actively inhibit the mental representation of the aversive smell that was activated by the CS+ face. The existence of mental representations of odors without specific expertise in olfaction, however, has been questioned in the past (Royet, Plailly, Saive, Veyrac, & Delon-Martin, 2013). Alternatively, the aversive odor association may have depleted motivation in general, resulting in a higher tendency to make trait attributions, irrespective of behavior valence (Gawronski, 2004; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Trope, 1982, 1986; Trope & Cohen, 1989; Trope & Gaunt, 2000; Trope & Liberman, 1993).

Our neural findings indicate that regions implicated in mentalizing (Mason & Just, 2011; Moran et al., 2014; Sperduti, Delaveau, Fossati, & Nadel, 2011; Vollm et al., 2006) and information integration (Roy et al., 2012) mediated the cognitively disengaged attribution style. When judging the conditioned person, compared to the neutral person, there was decreased activity in the RAG and VMPFC specifically during the attribution phase. This is in line with the suggestion of two stages underlying the attribution of behavior (Gawronski & Creighton, 2013; Trope, 1986): at the identification stage, prior assumptions about the person, e.g., Mike has a bad character, behavioral (the person’s behavior, e.g., Mike left the restaurant without tipping the waitress) and situational (the context, e.g., Mike’s baby was screaming) cues are categorized in trait-relevant terms (e.g., rudeness); at the attribution stage, these terms guide the inference-process (e.g., Mike is rude) with prior and behavior information having an additive and situational information having a subtractive effect. Importantly, identification is considered unintentional and effortless while the actual attribution involves an effortful re-computation of the encoded information (Gawronski, 2004; Trope, 1986). Supporting this distinction, the neural activity decrease was evident at the attribution stage but not during encoding.

Our finding of decreased VMPFC activity fits nicely with this region’s role in contextualization. Activity in the VMPFC is involved in the evaluation of smell (Howard et al., 2016) and in tracking the devaluation of a smell when it is described as aversive instead of appetitive (de Araujo et al., 2005), thereby updating the meaning by a context assessment. Lesion studies in animals and humans further support the dependence of such contextual updates on the VMPFC (Fellows & Farah, 2003; Noonan et al., 2010). The emerging “meaning-centered” perspective (Roy et al., 2012) has thus suggested that the VMPFC is a crucial hub in contextualizing a perceptions, including those related to the self and others (Denny, Kober, Wager, & Ochsner, 2012; Gilbert et al., 2006; Harris & Fiske, 2007; Harris, Todorov, & Fiske, 2005). From a social cognition perspective, the VMPFC has been implicated in the representation and evaluation of others perceived to be similar to the self (Delgado et al., 2016). Specifically, activation of the VMPFC was found during evaluations of other people when they were emotionally close or shared traits with the self (Mitchell, Macrae, & Banaji, 2006; Murray, Schaer, & Debbane, 2012).

To conclude, this study showed that an aversive smell may be used to associate a negative affect with one but not the other of two formerly neutral and unknown persons, thereby creating an orthogonal negative affect for a particular identity. Most importantly, this does not lead to a corresponding negative assessment of this person. Instead, even positive behavior becomes diagnostic for the personality, depending on the strength of the negative affect and specifically for aversive smell. The affective influence on social judgment thus goes beyond valence: promoted by a neural activity decrease in the RAG and the VMPFC, the result is a switch to a disengaged attribution style. Consistent with the known observation of social rejection due to smell, our study shows that smell associations do indeed affect social judgment in a way that could be seen as social distancing.
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